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8050 Washington Ave S. | Suite 100 | Eden Prairie, MN 55344 

952-820-0360 | 800-236-5885 

Event Date Details Who 

 
Formerly Sales and 

Marketing Management 
Boot Camp™ 

 
Public Event 

January 15-16, 2013  
Dallas, TX 

Discover the profit-rich secrets of how to 
transform your workplace into a Thank God It’s 
Monday!® environment, develop a full pipeline 
of high-potential leads with almost no 
marketing budget, and shift your people from 
order takers to business developers.   

CEOs, presidents, executives, 
and top “movers and shakers” 

 
Member Clients Only 

March TBD, 2013 
Atlanta, GA 

Stop giving away margins and fees to get the 
sale and to go after and win the big elephants.  
This program will give you the tools and 
templates to turn even the most analytical 
lender into a top-performing business attractor.  
 

Insurance agents, commercial 
lenders, trust officers, private 
bankers, sales managers and any 
person who sells high ticket items 
with heavy competition 

 
Formerly Sales and 

Marketing Management 
Boot Camp™ 

 
Public Event 

April TBD, 2013 
Minneapolis, MN 

Discover the profit-rich secrets of how to 
transform your workplace into a Thank God It’s 
Monday!® environment, develop a full pipeline 
of high-potential leads with almost no 
marketing budget, and shift your people from 
order takers to business developers.   

CEOs, presidents, executives, 
and top “movers and shakers” 

 
Public Event 

May TBD, 2013 
Minneapolis, MN 
 
For Presidents and CEOs 

Radically rewire your mind about your 
possibilities and your ability to transform others 
and lead.  Raise your consciousness and tap 
into your power to lead extraordinary change, 
far beyond the applauded successes you’ve 
already created.   

CEOs and Presidents of high-
performing organizations. 
Executives, leaders, and those 
identified as potential executives 

 

 

 
 

Public Event 
 

June TBD, 2013 
Minneapolis, MN 

Discover how to lead transformation and shift 
culture within your organization.  Become 
skilled at creating significant emotional events, 
developing codes of honor, enrolling your 
employees to become unstoppable, and 
preventing and correcting dysfunctional 
behavior.   

Executive and all senior 
leadership team members, 
department heads, trainers, and 
human resource professionals—
send your clients. This one is for 
non-bankers as well. 

 

Member Clients Only 

June TBD, 2013 
Minneapolis, MN 

Walk away with your year of rollouts planned, 
fine-tuned, and optimized for kick-butt results.  
Discover the secret breakthroughs of other 
Hoopla Teams® and how they make them 
happen! 

Designed for your entire Hoopla 
Team. 

 
Public Event 

August TBD, 2013 
Minneapolis, MN 

Radically rewire your mind about your 
possibilities and your ability to transform others 
and lead.  Raise your consciousness and tap 
into your power to lead extraordinary change, 
far beyond the applauded successes you’ve 
already created.   

CEOs and Presidents of high-
performing organizations. 
Executives, leaders, and those 
identified as potential executives 
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LETTER
FROM THE EDITOR   

It’s here. �is coming year is the year when hundreds if not 
thousands of banks will try to throw their keys at you, the executives 
of high-performing banks, saying, “Whoa, we can’t compete, and 
we’re tired. We’d like to give up, thank you very much.”

Well that’s the good news…and that’s the bad news.

It will be good for those who are prepared to do an acquisition 
and understand that nailing down the technology is just a sliver 
of what really matters. �ose who understand and have mapped 
their franchise system for marketing, sales, management, hiring, 
strategy, execution, accountability and all other things that matter, 
and know how to keep everyone on course while managing the 
most important piece of all—culture—will pull ahead.

�ose who couldn’t grow organically will compound their headaches by buying something they are not 
prepared to manage because they didn’t have it �gured out in their organization. 

As the saying goes, “Don’t be that guy!”

�is publication is designed to get you ready. If Richard Branson delivers on the implication he made 
at the BAI Retail Delivery Conference that he’d be bringing his Virgin brand to America to get into 
banking, all I can say is you better be miles ahead of him before he steps ashore.

Next year is the year when you can either lock down the hatches and see if you can “get through it,” 
or you can step up and build the bank you dreamed possible by igniting your peoples’ passion to be 
extraordinary through mastering execution of the “franchise system” of a great bank.

Whatever you do, don’t forget: Winning is supposed to be fun! �at’s one reason it’s called winning. 

Roxanne Emmerich
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Get ZERORISK Benchmarks for 43 Banking Positions at  
www.EmmerichFinancial.com/eb-zerorisk/ or Call 952-820-0360

                    FEATURED ARTICLE
With turnover analysis reports continuing to report that the cost of unwanted employee turnover 
can be 1.5 times the employee’s annual salary, reducing turnover by only 20 percent could bring 
hundreds of thousand or even millions to your bottom line—this year! What would reducing turn-
over by 67 percent do for you?
We are excited to introduce you to a revolutionary instrument that has proven…

 - Those identified as being low risk for one of the 37 different banking positions have  
a 90 percent chance of being in that job in 12 months.

- And, those identified as being high risk have only a 10 percent chance of being in that  
job one year later!

Usage has been benchmarked to reduce turnover by 67 percent! Wouldn’t you want to know a 
candidate’s risk profile before you make an offer you may live to regret? Now, you can know this 
before you have the first interview!
How would you like results like these? 

“Our relationship with ZERORISK HR has proven 
to be one of the most important ingredients in our 
business strategy, which is focused squarely on our 
people and their development. Your products and 
services provide the basis for our hiring, placement, 
team effectiveness and management development. 

ZERORISK is the art and science behind that part of our 
business strategy that is based in improving our people 
and their ability to be part of a high performance team.” 

—Archie McDonnell, Jr. 
President & CEO

Citizens National Bank

“Since using the ZERORISK Hiring System 
our turnover rate has dropped from 40% 
to below 2% in the past 18 months.  We uti-
lize the system as an aid when conducting hir-
ing/interviewing, job performance evaluations, 
and promotional considerations.  Since using the 
system our organization has experienced a dra-
matic cut in the number of bad hires, seen greatly  
improved employee morale, as well as significant  
decreases in our turnover rate, all of which  
ultimately impacts the bottom line.”

—Sandi Pajak
Vice President

St. Charles Bank & Trust
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2013 The Great 
Reckoning: 
Move Beyond the 
Herd Mentality and 
Thrive in the Face 
of Consolidation 
and Closures

                    FEATURED ARTICLE
Major consolidation is coming to the 
banking industry over the next 12 
months. In fact, 2013 is destined to be a 
major “shake out” year where weak banks 
will be acquired or closed—and banks 
who are in a position to capture the best 
customers in town will become stronger 
and more pro�table.

Find out how your bank can win.
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�at’s not even the worst part. �e 
real challenge is that you also get a 
culture of “us-versus-them” game-
playing that typically takes two 
years to clean up. Now that’s costly.

Since culture is the leading 
predictor of future growth and 
pro�tability, it isn’t just the impact 
of having to transform the culture 
of the new bank that’s costly. 
�ere’s the even more costly impact 
on your own bank’s culture—which 
is already results-driven, upbeat, 
possibility-oriented, and downright 
rockin’. Plus there’s always the risk 
that changing the culture of the 
acquired bank won’t work because 
they refuse to dance to your tune.

Although smarter minds than mine 
are predicting that acquisitions 
may be available for 10 cents on 
the dollar come 2013, you’ll always 

Major consolidation is coming to the 
banking industry over the next 12 
months. In fact, 2013 is destined to be a 
major “shake out” year where weak banks 
will be acquired or closed—and banks 
who are in a position to capture the best 
customers in town will become stronger 
and more pro�table.

�e industry is in for a real bloodbath.

But with careful strategic planning, 
YOUR bank can become one of these 
stronger banks—more proactive and 
more pro�table than ever before.

How? 

With strategies and systems that boost net 
interest margin…that focus your team on recruiting A+ credits… that 
use Unique Selling Propositions (USPs) to earn you premium pricing…
and that re-engineer your internal culture so every employee is focused on 
those critical drivers that will deliver pro�ts.

As 2013 rolls out, you cannot a�ord to run your bank like you have 
over the previous three years. �e rules of the game have changed. Smart 
bankers are prospering and will have more opportunities to pull ahead 
than they have seen in their lifetime. 

�is road map to the most proven and pro�table strategies has worked 
for the top 5 percent of banks—an elite group of performers that �e 
Emmerich Group works with daily. Even if your bank is not performing 
well today, with our guidance, right action and many of the strategies 
below, you too can pull ahead.

Resist the Temptation to Acquire

Acquisition sounds sexy and easy. Weak banks will be throwing the keys 
at stronger banks, and you might think it sounds easier than organic 
growth. But think again.

When you acquire, you get the bad loans, the people who made them, 
AND the mindsets and skillsets of the executives who caused that bank 
to get into the shape it’s in. 

The Great Reckoning:  
How Smart Banks Will Thrive  
in the Coming Bloodbath

FEATURE STORY
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want to consider organic growth 
�rst and get good at it. �en, and 
only then, should you consider 
picking up one of those banks in 
2013 at bargain pricing. 

In order to acquire, you have to 
have your own house in order 
�rst—from systems of culture 
to hiring to marketing to sales 
processes…you name it—you 
want systems in place that work 
to create predictable and pro�table 
growth before you risk blowing up 
what has taken hard work to create.

Marketing Will Be Di�erent 
in �e Great Reckoning

Marketing is a mindset, and 
everyone must understand it. 
Marketing keeps the top of the 
sales funnel full and positions your 
organization to get premium pricing 
as it attracts the top 20 percent of 
customers—the ones who actually 
bring pro�ts to your bank.

Alternatively, most banks think 
marketing is advertising, so they 
waste resources buying cutesy 
slogan ads that have minimal 
ROI. �ey do “marketing studies” 
that tell them little about the 
psychographics of their most 
pro�table customers. �ey do 
“brand advertising”—the biggest 
waste of resources of all. Brand is 
culture—nobody ever switched 
banks because they loved the 
logo. And, if they’re really trying 

hard but don’t understand ROI, 
they’re advertising rates, thereby 
positioning the bank for a future 
of low pro�ts and lack of respect in 
their market.

Marketing is NOT advertising. It’s 
a mindset to be owned by all.

 Every person at your bank should: 
(1) Know your target markets, 
(2) know how to e�ciently 
and e�ectively communicate to 
target prospects in those markets 
why your bank is the answer to 
their problems, and (3) clearly 

understand the 
Unique Selling 
Proposition for 
each market that 
positions you for 
premium pricing 
and makes you 
desirable enough 
to pull business 

away from incumbents. 

If you don’t instill this mindset in 
your people, spending money on 
advertising and sales training is a 
waste. Without a clear understanding 
of USPs, you will always be dragged 
down to the pricing level of your 
most desperate competitor.

Change Your Focus from 
Customer Satisfaction to 
Customer Success

Traditional marketing has been a 
tremendous ROI disappointment 
in almost every bank and company 
for the last decade. It just doesn’t 
work anymore.

What works now is magnetic 
marketing—being so good at what 
you do that people would crawl 
over broken glass to get to you.

�at means that you have to create 

“wow” experiences that create a 
talkable “sneezing” opportunity. 
�e goal? �at every customer 
becomes an evangelist. And it 
doesn’t just end there. Beyond 
talkable experiences, the focus 
must, must, must be on customer 
success. If you make people 
successful, they’ll pay you a huge 
premium, send all their friends, 
and stay for life. 

NOW you have a pro�t-rich bank. 

Transform to a “REAL” 
Sales Culture

�e tsunami is coming.  So now is 
the time to make sure every person 
in your bank is in sales, and that 
everyone knows why customers 
should pay at least 25 to 150 
basis points more for your services 
without exception. It’s because 
of the extra value you provide—
which goes far beyond being “nice” 
and having “great service.” Your 
team must believe it down to their 
core so they NEVER quote or 
match rates again!

If you have “order-takers” in ANY 
of your departments, it’s time to 
get them enlightened or �ll those 
slots with people who truly want to 
make a di�erence at your bank.

Your commercial lenders need 
to be hunters…targeting your 
competitors’ most desirable 
customers and capturing every one 
of them at premium pricing. �at 
takes sales skill, clear understanding 
of high-ROI di�erentiation, and 
the con�dence to believe that 
you’re worth much more. 

What if your team is missing the 
skills or the mindset to do that? It’s 
your job as a leader to make sure 

A study done by Towers Perrin draws a clear 
connection between engagement and financial 
performance. Those companies with the highest 
percentage of disengaged employees showed 
year-to-year declines of 33 percent in operating 
income. It’s like a parasite sucking the lifeblood 
out of a company.
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they have the skills, mindset, and 
motivation to bring in these top 
customers.

You must OWN Your  
Customer Relationships

If your people are still order-
taking in 2013, your bank will 
face risks—including the risk that 
another bank or brokerage where 
your customer does business will 
�gure out a sales process that pulls 
in your customer’s total combined 
business. If you’re not �rst to this 
game…well, you can �gure that 
part out. 

�at’s why you must stay close to 
your clients and prospects.

 Relationships are solidi�ed during 
adversity. Right now, you have the 
opportunity to be the hero who 
keeps clients informed and �nds 
solutions that will help them save 
their businesses and prosper. 

It’s your time.   

Lucky for you, most banks are still 
not “getting it.” �ey don’t know 
how to own the relationship either. 
�at said, one of you will need to 
�gure it out �rst, and whoever does 
will take home all the marbles.

To own the relationship, you must 
be perceived as the expert—the 
one and only one they call on to 
be by their side, guiding them to 
make great decisions to create 
and preserve wealth. �at’s much 
di�erent than hawking products. 

Increase Your Investment in 
High ROI Activities

While other bankers are frozen 
with panic and slashing costs across 
the board (or worse), you need to 
take the enlightened path. When 

doing budgeting and strategic 
planning, do NOT look at any 
item as a cost—see each instead 
as an investment. �en, with that 
in mind, ask yourself, “Which of 
these investments will give me the 
highest ROI?”

Note that across all industries, the 
highest ROI activities are in culture 
improvement �rst, followed by 
smart (NOT traditional) marketing.

Invest in the Resource with the 
Highest Payo� of All

Research from the American 
Society for Training and 
Development found the highest 
return on investment was from 
dollars companies invested in 
educating their people. 

Are your people passionate about 
your bank’s future? Is your vision 
embroidered on their underwear? 
Are you extremely clear about 
which niche markets you’ll pursue, 
the psychographics of those niche 
markets, the critical drivers you’ll 
measure and celebrate weekly, the 
key initiatives and the key results 
that will enable you to meet your 
most important objectives? Well, 
if those aren’t clear, direction and 
passion just ain’t gonna happen. 

2013 will not be forgiving to banks 
whose employees aren’t on board.

Rally the Troops

According to research done by the 
Corporate Executive Board, those 
employees who value, enjoy, and 
believe in what they do displayed 
57 percent more discretionary 
e�ort and were 87 percent less 
likely to leave a job. 

When an employee feels like 
what they do matters and that 

you’re noticing the progress 
they’re making toward that vision, 
turnaround is rapid and profound.

A study done by Towers Perrin 
draws a clear connection between 
engagement and �nancial 
performance. �ose companies 
with the highest percentage of 
disengaged employees showed 
year-to-year declines of 33 percent 
in operating income. It’s like a 
parasite sucking the lifeblood out 
of a company. 

Create Accountability to 
Transformative Critical Drivers

Most bank managers think sales 
cultures happen because of sales 
training and incentives. �at would 
be great, but evidence suggests 
otherwise. It only shows you’re 
working hard at working hard. 

Why not try an easier approach 
that starts by making small steps 
with extreme focus, adding a 
sense of urgency, demanding 
“no-wiggle” accountability—and 
ending with wild celebration 
when benchmarks tied to your 
critical drivers are reached?

Our industry has to learn the basics 
of organizational development. 
We’re good with numbers, but we 
have to get as good at the people 
side of this business. 

__________________________

If  you’re ready to move beyond the 
herd mentality and thrive in the coming 
age of consolidation and closures, 
download the free industry report 
today: “The New Game of Banking” at 

www.EmmerichFinancial.com/opg
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Six No-Fail Survival Strategies
1. Package your products for “no-brainer” cross-sales. 
Bundle products and services to encourage buyers to start 
with �ve to seven of them at once. Make it a “no-brainer.” 
Give product bundles titles that tout their overt bene�ts. For 
example, a “Home At Last” package could come free with 
each mortgage and include a free order of checks, an insurance 
review and quotes, a debit card, and free bill pay. As much 
as 73 percent of cross-sales happen in the �rst three months 
after a customer opens the initial account. Invest heavily in 
educating your people to cross-sell �ve to seven additional 
accounts and services when the �rst account is opened.

2. Get out of the “rate quoting” business. If you’re spending 
money on marketing and your people respond to rate 
inquiries by quoting rates, take the day o� to contemplate 
your sanity. Pledge to educate your sta� to answer the rate 
inquiry with a response that breaks the caller’s preoccupation 
with rate, such as, “Are you looking for the best rate or the 
best value? Because they’re usually not the same.” Teach your 
people to stop the shopping—it’s a game you can’t win.

3. Hire without risk. Dramatically reduce turnover by 67 
percent. How? NEVER hire without doing a psychological 
pro�le. ZERORISK HR, a thought leader in emotional 
intelligence testing,  has a highly predictive tool that tests 
emotional intelligence—a key factor in lower turnover and 
dramatically increased results from those who are hired.

4. Use USPs to get premium pricing. Creating di�erentiation 
between you and the competition—and helping the prospect 
quantify the economic impact of those di�erences—is 
profoundly important when going after premium pricing. It 
requires that your people go far beyond basic “consultative 
selling” methods.

5. Create a feeding frenzy. Since every �sherman knows 
that the best place to �sh is in the �shing hole, why �sh all 
over the lake? Dramatically reduce your investment in radio, 
television and print advertising, and redirect those dollars to 
market to your most pro�table customers—and people just 
like them. Make evangelism happen! 

6. Seize the whole enchilada. It’s urgent that you capture 
ALL of your clients’ business in 2013. If your clients have 
even one account outside your �nancial institution, you’re at 
risk of having that competitor use that account as a toehold 
to capture ALL of your clients’ business for themselves. 
Remember, if your clients trust you, they won’t want to go 
elsewhere—even for a better rate.

Executive  e-Newsletter

What if you had to become the top 
performing bank in your state and  
not doing it wasn’t an option? 

Where would you start?

Why not study with those who do  
it regularly and know it’s simply a 
matter of having replicable systems?

Register online for the Grow Your 
Bank Executive Newsletter and glean 
cutting-edge information on what 
works—delivered FREE every two 
weeks to your inbox…

You’ll receive up-to-date strategies on:
 
• What is working NOW to capture more 

high-profit clients...

• Sales management ideas to grow faster...

• Ideas to engage  employees and inspire 
them to double and triple the ROI from 
your payroll dollars…plus so much more 

• Be the first to receive special Grow  
Your Bank® offers on learning tools  
and/or events 

• Hear special announcements and  
industry advisories

• Get alerts on upcoming special-event 
banking teleseminars 

Hundreds of banks print the Grow Your Bank 
Newsletter and take it to their management 
team meetings to discuss how they can 
implement its ideas. 

www.EmmerichFinancial.com/eb/ezine

Sign up ALL your executives and 
managers TODAY.  It’s FREE, it’s 
EASY, and it’s SAFE (we’ll never 
share your email address).
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Can you go to your board and tell them how much 
business you’ll close in the next 30 days—with at least 
90 percent certainty? 

Do you have controls to make sure that every person 
who is calling on prospects is doing two things 
e�ectively: Calling the right people who happen to be 
A-grade prospects—and secondly, following a process 
that assures premium pricing so you never have to 
hear those dreaded words again, We can do the deal if 
we match rates?

Most important, is your institution being paid for 
your Unique Selling Propositions—or do your lenders 
put you in a position of having to turn away a deals 
or match them every time a desperate competitor 
undercuts you, hurting not only the borrower, but the 
bank who got the business (and you, too, because you 
failed to get that business)?

You can have more certainty about the amount of business you’ll close, 
about whether your lenders are calling on the right people, and even about 
whether you’ll get new business at premium pricing with a predictable 
level of certainty.

In fact, increasing your chances in these ways is just prudent management. 
Your team has a �duciary responsibility to your stakeholders to bring in 
predictable numbers, to prove that they’re meeting with the right people, 
and to have the right conversations that assure you’re getting paid a 
substantial premium for your USPs. 

But not to worry.  

If you’re not currently getting these results, you’re not alone.  Having 
talked with hundreds of bank CEOs over the last few years, it’s common 
for me to hear those three pain points. 

�e Bloodbath �at Happened in Consumer Mortgages is About to 
Hit Commercial Loans

Eliminating the pain from your customers is imperative—and it also 
happens to be good for you. 

In fact, what happened in the mortgage arena is about to happen on the 
commercial side: Borrowers are getting the best rate, but they’re about 

to be left dressed up for the prom 
with no date—while �ckle lenders 
(who are stealing the business now) 
will decide they don’t really want to 
go to the prom, after all. 

We’ve been there before and we’ll 
be there again. 

In fact, you can count the 
months until good credits will be 
abandoned by their �ckle friends 
who are courting them today in an 
attempt to deploy their funds.  

It’s now come down to an ethical 
obligation—not just a sound 
business strategy—to get more 
e�ective at saving these borrowers. 
If your team doesn’t know how to 
handle the bottom-feeding pricers, 
many of these businesses will be 
left stranded when they need credit 

The #1 Most Jealously Guarded  
Secret that Top-Performing Banks 
Use to Produce Predictable Pro�ts
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the most.  �ey’ll receive instead 
a notice that reads, “Pay up in 30 
days because we no longer have an 
appetite for your kind of loan.”

What’s critical to making sure that 
your bank (and your community) 
isn’t crippled when this train wreck 
of overly ambitious “new to the 
market” lenders turn on good 
business credits—stranding them 
when they need help the most? 
Get an iron-clad system established 
now to make sure your team knows 
exactly who to call on, how to start 
conversations that never lapse into 
price wars, how to use your list of 
Unique Selling Propositions that 
justify a higher price—and most 
important—a system that compels 
the prospect to reveal how much 
your Unique Selling Propositions 
will bring to their bottom line.

When a prospect tells YOU 
why the hundreds of thousands 
they’ll make or save are worth the 
measly $20,000 additional you’re 
charging…well, that’s how a real 
sales system is supposed to work.

So why don’t most banks simply 
add a sales system like this?

First, one has to suspend disbelief. 
At a recent course where we taught 
this Pro�t-Rich Sales™ process, 
those who didn’t believe it was 
possible were mixed in with those 
who are regularly doing it—getting 
50 to 200 basis points more .

At that point, well, it’s rather 
di�cult to say it can’t be done, now 
isn’t it?

Secondly, the system hinges on 
asking questions to help the 
prospect understand there is a cost 
of staying with their incumbent 
bank. One consultative question 

in a system like this is, “When 
your personal banker comes in 
to do a 15-point checklist that 
includes whether your people are  
implementing all PCI compliance 
practices to avoid the $500,000 �ne 
per incident—plus some 14 
others that have those kind 
of cost savings—what have 
been some of the biggest cost 
savings from those meetings?”

“Meetings?” the prospect 
will probably exclaim. “PCI 
compliance? Our banker 
doesn’t have a checklist—or even 
come to visit us.”

At that point, your lenders can 
simply say, “My fault, I must 
not be making myself clear.  I’m 
talking about, you know, those 
semi-annual meetings where they 
sit down to review not just PCI 
compliance, but systems you 
have in place to protect you from 
employee embezzlement and save 
you the hundreds of thousands 
that are commonly lost by small 
businesses. THAT meeting.”

Of course, that’s just one question 
your lenders could be asking a 
prospect in a pre-planned sales 
system like this.  Truth is, they need 
a dozen really great questions like 
this that all speak to hundreds of 
thousands of dollars of additional 
revenue or decreased expenses to 
the prospect to help justify your 
premium pricing. 

Saying that your lenders have 
all been in banking for a decade 
doesn’t mean one cent to a prospect. 
Asking these kinds of questions, on 
the other hand, is priceless. 

�ese questions, by the way, are just 
one small piece of a very important 

sales process whereby no steps can 
be missed. And we can likely �nd 
much more besides that—making 
you the undeniable choice where a 
prospect will never even consider 
talking to a competitor. 

Looked at this way, getting a 
premium of 50 to 200 basis points 
should be expected from a sales 
system like this—but you’re going 
to have to work at building it to 
convince your people that sales is 
a system (and that the system is 
wildly successful when followed in 
its entirety with no missing steps).

So, are you ready to get premium 
pricing while you’re �nancing the 
lowest risk, highest quality credits? 
It’s no longer a pipe dream—it’s a 
system. Will 2013 be the year that 
your net interest margin skyrockets 
regardless of what happens with 
rates? It can…by stopping the 
excuses and replacing them with a 
predictable and proven system that 
ensures success.

__________________________

Your lenders are just a few pages away 
from consistently bringing in A+ credits 
at premium pricing—regardless of your 
market, the competition or the economy.  
Roxanne Emmerich’s latest book, Profit-
Rich SalesTM, details how to get every 
lender to get premium pricing with A+ 
quality credits. Buy a copy for each of 
your lenders and managers—the more 
they dog ear their copies, the more your 
net interest margin rises. 

Visit www.EmmerichFinancial.com/PRS

Your team has a fiduciary responsibility to 
your stakeholders to bring in predictable 

numbers, to prove that they’re meeting  
with the right people, and to have the right 

conversations that assure you’re getting 
paid a substantial premium for your USPs.
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• Are you tired of being bid up against 3 to 5 
competitors…and losing?

• Do you wish you never had another client 
who “shopped around” at renewal time 
and caused you to “match?”

• Do you really want the business  on your 
books where you matched pricing?

• Are you finally ready to put a stop to the 
“we can do this deal if we match the 
pricing” conversation?

We never even dreamed we could get a net 
interest margin over 5.0. We increased net 
interest margin by about 100 basis points in 
just one year. It’s just like you said, the A plus 
credits now bring in A plus credits...and they 
don’t expect us to match pricing.
                                      —Kevin Beckemeyer 
               CEO, Legence Bank

Pre-release Special: Buy 100+ copies pre-release before
December 15 for all your lenders, trust officers and 
anyone faced with low-ball pricing competition and you’ll 
get a free seminar ticket. Buy 100+ copies for only $14.95/
book (Regularly $22.95) for a total savings of $2,295

Call 800-236-5885 to order today!

For more information visit: 
www.EmmerichFinancial.com/PRS

We never even dreamed we could get a net We never even dreamed we could get a net 

In this latest book for bankers who want 
to close profit-rich deals, bank culture  
expert Roxanne Emmerich is joined by  
veteran sales trainer Terry Slattery to bring 
you a sales system that gets your bankers rec-
ognized as problem-solving experts worth at-
tention, respect...and premium pricing. Most 
bankers simply don’t have the confidence 
or skills to sell your bank’s unique benefits. 
This guide will upgrade their skillset and 
boost their confidence!

Call 952-820-0360 to order  
your copies today!

They laughed when I asked for 150 basis points 
more than every competitor… 

…but they’re not laughing anymore!    

Introducing the New and Improved Profit-Rich Sales… 
The answer to overcoming low-ball pricing competition problems

I tell our lenders when we hire them, “Forget what you  
know about sales. Our sales system works and THIS 
is the one we’re following!”
                                                     —Jim  Marcuccilli  
                          CEO, STAR Financial

 

NEW!
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By Roxanne Emmerich

As I �nished my address at this year’s BAI 
conference—where I spoke on creating sales cultures 
that REALLY work—a surreal experience followed 
within hours.

Richard Branson shared that he wasn’t going to bring 
his “Virgin Money” brand of banks from across the 
pond to America “just yet.”

People sat and listened as if they had not just heard 
two of the most frightening words ever to be uttered 
on a bank stage.

Worse than Dodd Frank? Worse than Basel III? You 
better believe it.

Listen, there has not yet been a big bank that has 
really �gured out culture. �ese Virgin Bank guys 
are the �rst ones who have a chance…and if they do bring their 
attentiveness to culture to our country, it WILL be a bloodbath.

So, how do you get ahead of it all and keep your best customers when 
Richard Branson and his Brits DO move across the pond?

You play a better game NOW before they decide you’re a target

Now, it’s never a good idea to react to others…you want to be ahead 
and be an extraordinary leader in setting the pace

�at said, let’s look at what the Virgin Brand is known for:

1. In an interview for Forbes.com1*, Branson says, “From the 
beginning, Virgin used clear, ordinary language. If I could quickly 
understand a campaign concept, it was good to go. If something can’t 
be explained o� the back of an envelope, its rubbish.” In other words, 
they communicate bene�ts to the customer in clear, concise style. 

�e take-away here is to keep your bene�ts simple and understandable 
by your customers. Make sure they know exactly how they gain when 
you go the extra mile for them.

2. Within Virgin’s 400 individual businesses, there is a culture of 
caring. Take Virgin Australia, for instance. �e airline’s website 
says they strive to care “for guests, yourself, your colleagues, the 

1 ∗ See Forbes.com, October 23, 2012.

Is Your Service Culture  
“Crazy Good”—Enough to Survive 
the New Banking Paradigm?

environment and the community.”  
So let me ask you: When was the 
last time your team demonstrated 
extreme care for your bank’s 
customers, helping them succeed in 
life and in business?  Knowing their 
names and being responsive and 
timely just isn’t going to cut it. Caring 
for people—and taking an extremely 
active role in making the future 
positive for them—is how your bank 
can skyrocket over the competition 
now AND survive when cultures like 
Virgin’s come to town.

3. In a survey of UK consumers, the 
Virgin brand was recognized by more 
than 96 percent of respondents—
and it’s a brand that consumers see 
as fun, innovative, successful and 
trustworthy.  What steps can you take 
to transform your internal culture... 
continued on page 16...
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The Top 5% of Performers Achieve an ROA of Over 2.0 and Net 
Interest Margin of Over 5.  Will the Next Top Performer Be You?
For the past 24 years, we’ve worked with over half of the top 5% performing banks to help them discover 
and implement what they didn’t know that kept them from experiencing even better performance.  More 
importantly, we’ve moved banks that were in the bottom 5% to the top 5% within two years! Many have 
become ranked as the number one or number two performer in their state.

It’s easy to get started. In fact, over just two days at our Profit-Growth Banking™ Summit, your leaders 
will get the mindsets, skillsets and fire-in-their-belly commitment that lead to record growth.

Pro�t-Growth Banking helps participants understand the 
culture and methods which are proven to create and  
sustain pro�table growth in their institutions. It works! 
                                     —D. Adkisson, SVP and Senior Lender,  
                                                                 The Hardin County Bank 

I’ve been to hundreds of seminars as CEO of several banks.  
I learned more in two days at the Pro�t-Growth Banking 
Summit than I did in all the other seminars combined.
              —D. Solsby, SVP and Director of Business Banking,  
                                                                          Independence Bank

All banks are concerned about their bottom line. The  
bottom line on this program is that it works!!! 
                                                   —T. Taylor, Chief Credit O�cer, 
                                                                                               KS Bank

Eye-opening experience! I’ve always thought of myself  
as an advocate for our customers, but never, ever a sales 
person!  After this Pro�t-Growth Banking™ Summit,  
I KNOW that I can be both.
                         —P.M. Wheeler, Branch Manager, MetaBank

I thought I was the best employee doing the best job  
possible and there was no way I could do better— 
I was so wrong. I found my ‘aha’ moment. 
              —D. Lykes, Banking O�cer Commercial Lending,  
                                                                           Coppermark Bank

Learned more in the �rst two hours that will have a 
huge impact on our bank than I’ve learned at most  
conferences that I’ve been to in the last 5 years.
                      —B. Smith, AVP, First National Bank of Gilmer

What you don’t know could bring millions  
more to your bottom line.
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Attend Pro�t-Growth Banking 
and you and your team will:

 y Discover a proven iron-clad system to 
command premium pricing of 50 to 150 basis 
points more.

 y Use a 3-step system to create over 20 Unique 
Selling Propositions that not only ensure you 
get premium pricing every time—they help 
you win out over all your competitors.

 y Create a system to pull your next (and most 
profitable) top 100 customers away from the 
competition—with no need to ever match rate.

 y Normalize in your retail team the ability to 
get 7 to 10 cross sales on every new account 
starting—well, immediately.

 y Establish a template that ensures you’re ready 
for a potential acquisition—with a “franchise 
system” that records the best processes for 
every key function of business development. 

 y And most important, get your team to start 
playing nice in the sandbox together so 
you can repurpose that 37 percent of every 
manager’s day currently spent dealing with 
low performers and disruptive behaviors. 

 OF THE PACK…
Move Your Bank Miles Ahead

Don’t tell us it can’t be done when  
our clients are busy doing it!  

We’ll show you how.

Performance Transformation  
Team Enrollment Special:

For a limited time only, get…
• Three (3) Tickets to Profit-Growth Banking valued at $2,685
• Profit-Growth Banking Playbook
• Fast-Track “S.M.S.C.” Blueprint
• “No More Order Taking™” Instant Paradigm Shift
•  Jumpstart Mastermind Follow-Up Teleseminar
•  Roxanne Emmerich’s 3-Book Banking Excellence Set
•  EXEC Team Post-Event Mastermind Call
•  The Naked Truth: Mystery Shopping Assessment $295

Be one of the �rst 10 to respond and receive…
Special Bonus #1: One-on-One Success Strategy  
    Session valued at $1,500 
Special Bonus #2: Breakthrough-Banking Culture  
    Assessment Case Study valued at $5,000-$15,000
Special Bonus #3: Emotional Intelligence Hiring  
   Process Benchmarks
Special Bonus #4: Two Additional Seats For Your  
   Movers & Shakers valued at $1,190

All this for only $2,995!
Be one of the first 10 banks to enroll 

and receive $7,690 in special bonuses.

Call (952) 820-0360 today to start your 
transformation and lock in your savings.

We’ll even reveal the secret to getting all the 
business you want from a weak bank in your 
area without having to put your capital at risk 
by doing an acquisition.
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into one that consumers regard 
equally well?

4. In his book, Secrets �ey Won’t 
Teach You in Business School, 
Branson devotes an entire chapter 
to the leadership mastery of Steve 
Jobs. “An important lesson Steve 
taught today’s business leaders,” 
Branson says, “is to express your 
un�inching commitment to your 
products and your company. 
Steve had two valuable 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
strengths: obsession 
over the details and 
his belief that the 
company was unveiling 
the very best product 
possible.”2† When your lenders 
balk at prospects who want you to 
compete on price, they too need 
to believe they are bringing that 
prospect the very best product 
possible—and that it’s therefore 
worth a premium price. It’s no 
wonder Richard Branson so 
admired Steve Jobs.  Jobs got more 
money for better products, plain 
and simple. �ere’s a lesson in there 
for your bank.

5. Part of Virgin’s internal culture  
at its banking locations in the UK  
is EBO—short for “everyone better 
o�.” According to Branson’s hand-
picked CEO, Jayne-Anne Gadhia 
(as quoted in Bloomberg.com), 
“It’s the bank’s internal motto. 
Whatever Virgin Money does 
should be good for customers and 
2 † As quoted in Forbes.com, October 23, 2012.

society—and make money.”

Aggressive, Fun and Trustworthy: 
Coming Soon to Your Town

So just how aggressively IS Virgin 
expanding into banking? �e 
Sunday Telegraph reports, “Virgin 
Money is on track to reach 5 
million [UK] customers by the end 
of the year, up from 3 million at the 
end of 2011.” While some of this 
growth is due to the acquisition 

of UK bank Northern Rock, the 
Telegraph goes on to detail how 
Virgin Money is “taking retail 
market share from the UK’s Big 
Five banks as borrowers shun the 
traditional [big name] lenders” due 
to scandal and issues of trust.  One 
can only imagine their plan is the 
same for their eventual insertion 
into the U.S. banking sector.

One factor helping Virgin is that 
they are lending intelligently, 
using massive liquidity—while 
other banks simply aren’t. In fact, 
Virgin writes an astounding half 
a billion pounds ($805.7 million) 
per month in new loans.

Ultimately, Bloomberg.com says, 
“�e question is whether Branson 
can reorder banking in the way  
his Virgin brand has disrupted 

industries from music to airlines to 
mobile phones.”

So how can you react well before 
this consumer giant enters your 
market with a competitive, hip and 
customer-focused institution?

Raise Your Bar High 
…NOW
Considering Virgin’s culture—
which, by the way, crosses most of 
its 400 separate businesses—your 
bar needs to be WAY above Virgin’s 
and it needs to happen far before 
they announce they’re coming to 
town. If you’re perceived as a “me 
too” institution, there’s little hope 
for you.

NOW is the time to out-think, 
out-strategize, out-target, out-
market, out-sell and out-service 
every competitor in your market.

As a leader, there’s nothing that 
rallies the troops more than 
picking a �ght with a competitor. 
My suggestion is that you pick the 
�ght today, get massive….and have 
a ball doing it. 

__________________________

Radically rethink your customer service 
culture before competitors with a brand 
new service model make your bank 
obsolete. Attend the Profit-Growth 
Banking™ Summit and discover a whole 
new way of doing business that cements 
key relationships and creates customers 
for life. 

Visit www.EmmerichFinancial.com/bc 
for a special limited-time offer to create 
a team that can revolutionize your results. 
Register today to lock in the savings. 

Knowing their names and  
being responsive and timely 

just isn’t going to cut it. 

A Virgin bank lobby, re�ects the Virgin 
Atlantic lounge.
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Acquisitions That Work: 
The Bomb-Proof Management  
System That’s Ready to Roll
Let’s face it: A lot of very bad things 
happen around acquisitions.  

If you’re being acquired, it’s rarely 
pretty.  And if you’re the one acquiring, 
the Wharton School of Business says 
your chance of failure is greater than 
83 percent. And the real heartaches 
continue for two years after the 
acquisition as two primary forces are 
inevitably unleashed: (1) �e “us-
versus-them” conversations and the 
need to make somebody else wrong, 
and (2) the bickering about whose 
system to follow because no one has 
really thought through best practices to 
make sure the right things happen.

So how do you prepare for 2013 when 
many smaller, exhausted banks will be throwing their keys at 
other banks in what may seem to be a real opportunity—when the 
greater likelihood is that it will be a tragedy? Have a franchisable 
management system that can be replicated and installed at will in 
any new branch or institution you acquire.

Create a Franchisable System

Begin preparing now to �gure out what e�ectiveness looks like 
in every area and job description of your bank. Take the branch 
manager position, for example. In a franchisable system, you 
would know how to onboard a newly acquired branch manager, 
what to do when their emotional intelligence scores show them 
to be a medium risk, how to advise them of their Performance 
Progress Plan before starting so they have an identi�cation of 
all tasks and critical drivers they’ll be reporting into on a weekly 
basis—even how they should run a huddle to keep everybody 
informed on the progress of the critical drivers and to keep the 
culture intact and growing.  

�e list could go on and on—and that’s just how it applies to the 
branch manager’s position.

But wait, there’s more.

Figuring out every element—and the 
integration of all those elements—is 
what keeps an organization in what Les 
McKeown calls predictable success.

So what are some of the systems that need 
to be built right away?

Job Performance Progress Plans Need 
to Be Identi�ed For Every Job  

Job descriptions by themselves never 
work.  �ey’re vague, meaningless.  And 
they really don’t direct behaviors. When 
Businessweek asked employees whether 
they were in the top 10 percent of 
performers in their companies, between 
84 and 97 percent said yes! �ey clearly 
didn’t know what “success” in their 
position would actually look like.

Banks are no di�erent. If you ask 
commercial lenders how they’re doing, 
most would say they’re performing in a 
strong way. But performance for them is 
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too often sitting in the bank, waiting 
for people to walk in (typically B 
and C credits), interviewing them, 
getting their data, sending it to the 
credit committee—then trying to 
sell the committee on how to make 
that loan work, even though it has 
risks.  

After that loan is approved (about a 
30 percent likelihood, which means 
70 percent of their time is wasted), 
they go back to the borrower who 
says, “Great! As long as we can 
match the rates, we’ve got a deal.” 

In other words, you have a 
“high performing” lender who’s 
extremely busy making bad credits 
at low margins.  

A Replicable Approach to 
Performance

What if, instead, one of the critical 
drivers for a commercial lender 
was the Number of Aces on Your Top 
1,000 Prospects? 

You would know that for every 
stage of the sales process, all lenders 
were substantiating those aces to 
make certain those prospects were 
still on board at premium pricing. 
You would know that you are going 
to get paid for your Unique Selling 
Propositions—and that you’ll get 
50 to 150 additional basis points 
because your lenders followed the 
process. You would know they 
were spending their time calling 
on nothing but A+ quality credits. 
And, by the time the packages 
were complete, you would know 
those loans could actually be done.  
Lastly, you would know your 
lenders were creating such great 
relationships with borrowers that 
referrals would follow.  

�at’s an example of a franchisable 

system that produces commercial 
lenders who are performing.  

How to Create 
Franchisable Systems
1. Start with creating Job 
Performance Progress Plans so 
that every employee has a complete 
understanding of the speci�c tasks, 
critical drivers, and other relevant 
advancement needs.  

2. Integrate marketing with 
sales.  It’s rare to �nd a bank that 
understands how to integrate 
those two activities. If the point 
of a salesperson is to get only A+ 
quality credits—then the point 
of marketing is to warm up 
and create reputational equity 
with A+ quality credits. When 
there’s a misunderstanding about 
the need for those two to tie 
together, the problems begin.   

Marketing teams must understand 
that their job is to identify the 
psychographics 
of your most 
pro�table current 
customers—then 
create warming 
campaigns that 
create reputational 
equity with others 
just like them. 
Marketing must 
create hand-
raising experiences and know 
when those hands go up. �ey 
must create reputational equity 
in such a way that when the sales 
conversation happens, the prospect 
is so in love with your bank that 
they feel like they’re interviewing 
for a job and are looking forward 
to the possibility of doing business.  

3. Understand that culture is a 
system. Employees need to be on 
board the happy bus.  But even 
that by itself isn’t enough. �e 
happy bus needs to be tied to your 
critical drivers. Get clear about 
your process for huddles, your 
process for quarterly celebrations, 
your process for the CEO’s weekly 
radio address, and more—all of 
which deliver celebration of results 
on critical drivers so you’ve created 
a culture that celebrates progress.  
 
�e Harvard Business Review said 
the leading indicator of whether 
people are happy in their work is 
whether they feel they’re making 
progress. Unfortunately, most 
people feel they’re spending their 
day merely checking things o� 
their checklist—while running 
around like chickens with their 
heads o�.  

4. Retain customers in an 
acquisition. If you’re doing an 
acquisition, have a system that 

ensures you are retaining absolutely 
every one of the customers you 
paid handsomely for. Retaining 
customers in this situation will 
require an intense marketing system 
that’s not �u�, not display ads, 
and not traditional marketing, but 
rather a way of adding quanti�able 
value. Add extreme value from 

Get clear about your process for huddles, 
your process for quarterly celebrations, your 
process for the CEO’s weekly radio address, 
and more—all of which deliver celebration 
of results on critical drivers so you’ve  
created a culture that celebrates progress.
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the get-go so that from the very 
beginning of the relationship they 
fall in love with the fact that you 
really care.  

5. Prevent a train wreck. Establish 
a system now to determine how 
your new executive team will get 
on board together as quickly as 
possible. Remember that a house 
divided cannot stand. If you 
have executives who exhibit any 
semblance of us-them behavior—
or any semblance of “meetings 
outside the meetings” where they’re 
saying, �at’s all well and good, 
but these folks are imposing these 
things on us—you can be assured 
of a train wreck further down in 
the organization. �is kind of 
hit to your internal culture has 
huge �nancial consequences far 
exceeding the potential additional 
pro�ts from the acquisition. 

Finally, before considering an 
acquisition, consider instead 
building these systems right now to 
become so e�ective that instead of 
having to acquire, you just pick up 
other banks’ very best customers 
at premium pricing. Target one 
geographic area and get it all done 
in three months before moving on 
to the next area.

Outcomes like these are possible 
by building the right systems and 
implementing them properly—but 
it’s going to take great adherence 
to the system and a lot of power to 
make that happen.

__________________________

Visit www.EmmerichFinancial.com/ltt and learn 
how to create a high-performing “franchise-
style” management system you can replicate 
with any new branch or acquisition or call 
952-820-0360 for resources on how to create  a 
system that ensures success.

Does running your bank seem too hard? Wish you could  
get better strategies? Better marketing? Better sales  
processes? And more accountability?

Join Roxanne Emmerich as she focuses on solving  
the most pressing performance issues for banks in  
eight focused tele-strategy sessions. 

Visit the Bank Builders website to listen in to all eight   
sessions. You will discover:

How to Double and Triple Cross Sales and Establish a  
Sales System that Works 

How to Regularly Command Premium Pricing  of 50 to  
200 basis points

The Magic Bullet for Creating a Culture of Accountability 

Why Most Strategic Planning is Futile…And What to Do Instead

How to Systematically Target and Reel In A+ Quality Prospects 

Why Most Mergers and Acquisitions are a Train Wreck…and 
How To Make Sure Yours Isn’t 

The Step-By-Step System to Create a “Thank God It’s Monday” 
High-Performance Culture That Gets Massive Results Regard-
less of Circumstances 

AND, a Bank Marketing Make-Over that Cuts 80 Percent Off  
the Budget and Delivers a 10-Fold Result

The Secrets Revealed... 
A Free Tele-Strategy Program to Help YOU 
Address Today’s  Toughest Challenges!

Don’t even THINK of not having 
your whole executive team join you 
when you listen to these powerful 
sessions! You won’t want to be the 
only person in the loop. 

Register today to listen to this free groundbreaking series.  
Available for a limited time only

www.EmmerichFinancial.com/Bank-Builders

Bank Builders  
strategy series

TM

®
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Predictable Success:  
Restoring Clarity, Direction  
and Control to Leaders
By Les McKeown

Predictable Success is a state reachable by any group—an organization, 
business, division, department, project or team—in which they will 
consistently (and with relative ease) achieve their common goals.

�ose who manage groups want to get to “Predictable Success” for a simple reason: it’s easier 
to manage a group when you—and they—know how to be successful. Just like it’s easier to 
manage a football team that already knows how to win, a group that knows how to succeed 
has a substantial competitive advantage over those that don’t.

Managing when in any state other than Predictable Success is a trial of nerves: you may or 
may not be successful (you can’t tell with any certainty in advance), and even when you are 
successful, it’s hard to tell why, or to ‘capture’ that success so that it can be repeated.

�e percentage of organizations that reach Predictable Success 
is small. Je�rey Immelt, CEO of GE, once said “When you put 
your foot on the gas in this company, the car goes forward.” 
While that sounds like a vacuous truism, the leaders of most 
organizations can’t say any such thing. For them, when they 
step on the gas pedal, the car may or may not go forward, and it 
may or may not go in the direction they expected or desired—
and even when the car does move forward for a time, they live 
with the constant, subconscious fear that it might stop again at 
any moment. 

For many owners and managers—for most of them, in fact—
each day, experimentation, hope and determination 
meets the unknown and the unexpected, and with 
luck, as a result, the car might go forward. And if 
doesn’t go forward today, maybe it’ll go forward 
tomorrow. Perhaps it will move in the right direction, 
and perhaps for more than a short period of time. 
Who knows?

If it is so much easier to run an organization in 
Predictable Success, why do so few businesses or 
teams ever get there?

�e reason is a bizarre, but simple one: Nobody ever 
told us such a thing existed. We were never told about 

“predictable” success—that success could 
be learned and replicated, understood and 
scaled, nurtured and sustained. Sure, we 
were told about cash �ow, human resources, 
people management, vendor selection, 5 
‘P’s and 6 sigma’s—and a thousand other 
nuggets of information. But we were never 
shown how all of it could (and should) add 
up to more than �eeting or momentary 
success: how, if we took the right steps, we 
could develop success that can be replicated 
over time and in any environment. Put 
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simply: we were given the tools 
for success, and an expectation of 
success, but no dependable way of 
combining the two to consistently 
achieve success.

Because of this missing link—no 
dependable connection between 
the tools we have and the results we 
want—our experience with success 
is patchy: sometimes stu� works, 
sometimes it doesn’t; sometimes 
the car goes forward, sometimes 
it doesn’t. As a result we have 
developed a collective belief system 
that throbs along in the background 
as we work, telling us that success 
will just ‘happen’ eventually, if we 
do the right things (whatever they 
are); that while success is there, it 

is locked up in a vault waiting for 
us to crack the code, and if we 
spend each day trying di�erent 
combinations on the lock, one day, 
if we’re lucky or prescient, we’ll 
guess right, the tumblers will fall, 
the safe door will swing open and 
success will be ours.

Part of that underlying belief 
system is true. �ere is a code that 
will unlock success, predictably and 
consistently, in any organization. 
�e part that is untrue is that you 
have to guess at what that code is, 
or that you have to experiment 
every day to get it right. �e code 
for Predictable Success is sitting 
in plain view, and is available to 
anyone who wants to pick it up and 

use it. You don’t need to experiment 
day in, day out, to �nd out how to 
make your organization predictably 
successful. Organizations have 
been in existence for long enough, 
and in enough numbers, that the 
patterns of organizational success 
and failure are as clear as the night 
sky, if you know where to look. 

In my book, Predictable Success: 
Getting Your Organization On 
the Growth Track - and Keeping It 
�ere, I show clearly the code to 
attaining Predictable Success, how 
to interpret the code, and how to 
implement it in your organization, 
naturally and with ease.

Predictable Success provides an incredibly useful blueprint for any leader who is 
looking for sustainable growth. Sign Up Now! http://www.EmmerichFinancial.com/success

Discover how to get your business on a path to predictable success.
Special Guest, Les McKeown, President & CEO of Predictable Success

Join Us for the Chat With The ExpertsTM call on Tuesday,  
December 11th at 12:00 noon CST / 1:00 pm EST. 
Do you ever feel like you’re stuck in a pattern  
of chaos? Or maybe you’re in a different 
phase—the one where your feet feel like  
they’re stuck in quicksand? 

After working with organizations for decades to 
help them achieve performance breakthroughs, 
Roxanne Emmerich noticed they all hit the 
same “archetypal” patterns, where they tend to 
spend too much time in the pain and misery of a 
repeating pattern that doesn’t serve them well. 

In this informative Chat With the ExpertsTM call, 
Les will show you how to identify which pattern 
you’re stuck in AND how to get unstuck from it... 
and into Predictable Success.
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The Bus Stops Here: Creating a Performance-
Based Culture That Continually Raises the Bar
By Roxanne Emmerich

Culture is the leading predictor of future growth 
and pro�tability. Great news if you have a great 
culture—otherwise…not so much.

After working with hundreds of banks over 24 years, 
I can say unequivocally that banks that turn their 
cultures around turn their pro�ts around quickly, 
too. It is the leading indicator of future growth and 
pro�tability—the two needles that matter the most.  

And with the opportunities about to hit in 2013 
for abundant acquisition opportunities, you know 
the importance of getting your own house in order 
before you compound the situation. 

So, what’s the problem?

According to Gallup organization research, the 
number of disengaged employees in the last �ve 
years has gone from 30 percent of the workforce 
to over 70 percent!  It’s hard to imagine a more 
alarming statistical shift for the business world.

If that’s not enough to make you want to give up, 
27 percent of the workforce is receiving treatment 
for mental health issues while uncounted others 
remain untreated. With 153 million prescriptions 
for antidepressants written each year, know that you 
have a lot of people who are challenged every day. 
Even those who are being treated are still in pain, 
and they often push that pain and hurt onto others. 
�ey bring their phobias, sadness, and projections 
into your workplace to create “messes.” 

�ere isn’t much you can do about the national 
trends, so the question remains: What do you do 
to protect yourself so these challenges don’t destroy 
your potential for a great culture?

�e real problem, as you’ll see below, is that people are 
operating o� of “agreements.” �ey may not be written 
down, and most are not healthy, but they are accepted 
agreements. Until they are replaced by healthier and 
understood “agreements,” it all feels futile. 

Crazy-Making Agreements �at Permeate and 
Ruin Cultures
Gossip, listening to gossip and passive aggressive 
behaviors are all standard “agreements” that suck the 
potential and joy out of any organization.

Add to that whining and excuses, and it’s a miracle that 
organizations function at all. 

�en, compound that with “drama queens” who come 
in both genders. �ey are the ones that interpret any 
news as the end of the world and make sure others 
know how quickly doomsday will come. To them, every 
scheduled meeting must be the time to announce, We’re 
being sold. Every time the boss steps out, it must mean 
people are about to get laid o�.

If they hear that a new person is being interviewed, they 
quickly spread the gossip that someone else is being 
replaced, or make up something else without the need 
for bothersome facts. Whenever they hear gossip, they 
immediately drop into character, dissolving into tears to 
grab the spotlight, drawing attention to the claim that 
someone hasn’t been fair to THEM. 
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And of course it IS all about THEM. 

�e bad news is that it only takes 
one person like this to ruin a 
culture—and they’re good at it. So 
you need to get better at developing 
the systems and processes that 
keep your culture healthy—and 
transform that one person OR 
invite them o� the bus. 

How do you help heal a workforce 
that is desperately in need of healing? 

Here are a few ideas to get 
you started.

1. Ask for commitment to 
live by  healthy agreements
By clearly de�ning your values, 
behaviors, and non-negotiables, 
you make it obvious to people 
what is acceptable and what is not. 

But education goes beyond these 
de�nitions. You also need to 
constantly teach them through 
coaching and educational sessions 
what is “good behavior” and what 
is not.

2. Give everyone full 
permission to “call it tight”
Every person must know that when 
they see another person violate a 
code of authentic behavior, they 
can and should call that person on 

it immediately. With kindness and 
�rmness, a bank teller shouldn’t 
think twice about telling a manager, 
“Please don’t complain about Julie. 
�at hurts both Julie and me. 
Please go talk to her directly.”

If you have a culture where people 
wait for the manager to deal with 
it, you WILL have insanity. In 
a culture of inauthenticity, the 
manager is always the last to know. 

3. Coach up or out
If a team member has been coached 
several times on behaviors that are 
hurtful to their teammates, it’s time 
to realize they either can’t grasp 
the lesson or they won’t. Either 
way, allowing that person to stay 
hurts both that person and the 
team. You are better o� going to 
zero employees than having one 
who contaminates the rest, because 
the radiation emitted by one 
contaminator is limitless. 

4. Create systems that 
celebrate critical drivers
�e best way to change the focus 
from the negative is to focus on the 
positive—and that means results. 
�e CEO’s weekly radio address, 
the quarterly celebrations, the 
huddles—all are systems to keep 

Get Your Free Copy For Your Exec Team Today at  www.EmmerichFinancial.com

Roxanne Emmerich

Are you REALLY ready to acquire or will you be part of the  
industry’s carnage as a result? 

In my latest 36-page free report, The New Game of Banking, I reveal 
what’s working right now in the areas of targeted marketing, cross-
selling, strategic planning, staff accountability, portfolio clean-up  
and more—whether you acquire this year or not.  

Have your entire executive team read this, dog ear it and work it.  
Can you afford to have even one team member who doesn’t  
understand what’s working now?

Which of the 121 Strategies Used By
Top-Performing Banks Will YOU Choose?

the focus on positive results and on 
the right needles that are moving in 
the right direction.

5. Do the “Happy Dance”
It’s hard work managing a culture. 
When you have a breakthrough, 
celebrate! �en keep working 
the systems that got you there—
making sure to keep the happy bus 
moving toward all key indicators. 

Yes, this is the tough stu�…but it’s 
also the part that cannot be ignored 
IF you want to create predictable 
success. �ere are no steps that can 
be missed on the path to excellence.

_____________
Your bank can create 

a culture of high-

performance team 

players focused on 

your most important 

critical drivers. To 

learn more about 

putting the right 

people in the right 

seats on the bus—and 

inviting some off the 

bus entirely.

Get a free chapter from Thank God It’s 

Monday!, by visiting our website at 

www.EmmerichFinancial.com/freechapter/ 

...the definitive guide to transforming whole-

team cultures and getting results.
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ARTICLE
G u e s tBranch Purchase and Sale Transactions:  

A Primer for Bankers
By Je�ery E. Smith

Branch purchase and sale transactions, involving sales and acquisitions 
of de�ned assets and assumption of de�ned liabilities (P&A 
transactions) can be more complex and document-intensive  than 
whole-bank mergers. And sometimes more challenging to implement.  
�ey are akin to stripping out and selling an operating division in 
the non-bank world, with the added attraction of signi�cant bank 
regulatory and customer issues.

From a buyer perspective, P&A transactions can provide turn-key 
access to a market without many of the risks involved in a whole-
bank acquisition or de novo entry. From a seller perspective they can 
provide a strategic downsizing vehicle and additional capital liquidity 
through a selective sale of a portion of the franchise.

Each P&A transaction is unique and can involve a variety of issues.

What are some of the basics and 
how do they work?

1. Documentation

Like most transactions, the typical 
P&A transaction starts with a 
con�dentiality agreement and 
sometimes, but not always, a 
“letter of intent.” Con�dentiality 
agreements typically include no-
hire and standstill commitments 
for the buyer as well as non-solicit 
and privacy commitments with 
respect to customers and employees. 
Negotiation and execution of a 
somewhat lengthy and complex 
de�nitive branch P&A agreement 
follows; de�ning, identifying 
and listing the speci�c liabilities 
being assumed, the speci�c assets 
being purchased, employee issues, 
transitional operating issues and 
other pre-closing, transitional 
and post-closing  items that vary 
depending on the transaction.  

Actual terms of P&A transactions 
vary widely and may involve single 
or multiple branches, ATMs, drive-
up facilities, loans or speci�c loans, 

owned or leased real estate and a 
plethora of other deal-speci�c issues.

Agreed closing-related forms for each 
of the critical elements, including 
liability assignment and assumption 
agreements, asset transfer agreements, 
successor custodian agreements and 
several other agreements relating to 
the transaction to be executed upon 
consummation are often included as 
schedules or exhibits to the primary 
P&A agreement.  �e more such 
forms are agreed to in advance, 
the less likelihood of last-minute 
haggling over how such items are to 
be handled and potential last-minute 
re-negotiation of terms. As always, 
the devil is in the details.

2. Liabilities Assumed

Typically, the primary liabilities 
assumed are deposit liabilities 
associated with the branch (or 
branches) being sold. �ey can 
be di�cult to isolate and de�ne, 
particularly when involving a 
large selling bank that may have 
“integrated” deposit records and 
then split them out several times 

over several years and through several 
acquired charters. 

Nonetheless identifying with 
speci�city the deposits assumed, the 
type of deposits, the terms of the 
deposits and related issues is both 
critical and challenging.  For some 
types of deposits the buyer may 
want to change terms that entail 
special “change in terms” notices to 
depositors timed to coincide with the 
transaction.  Buyers are stuck with 
time deposit terms until maturity 
and must take care to transition 
these deposits to the buyer’s systems 
accordingly. IRAs, Keoughs, public 
funds deposits and other “special” 
accounts require additional care if 
they are part of the transaction.  

Early identi�cation of the type 
of accounts being assumed and 
their impact on the buyer’s balance 
sheet (and pricing with the typical 
“deposit premium” discount in the 
netting process) is critical, and must 
be done in time to include speci�c 
requirements and identi�cation in 
the P&A agreement.

Other liabilities that likely involve 
third-party approvals may include 
lease assumptions for leased branch 
sites, leased signs, furniture leases, 
leased equipment and software 
programs, speci�c vendor contractual 
arrangements (such as maintenance 
contracts, sign contracts, hardware/
software and safekeeping contracts, 
etc.) and other ongoing operating 
liabilities that the buyer needs for 
continued branch operation.

3. Assets Purchased

�e primary assets purchased are 
typically loans and real estate. 
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Sometimes only “o�ce loans” or 
loans associated only with assumed 
deposit liabilities are considered, but 
often additional earning assets are 
included to assist in the pro�tability of 
the branch for the buyer. As with any 
loan purchase, loan transfers involve a 
plethora of issues from consumer loan 
sale notices, change in terms notices 
and assignments of collateral to larger 
loan assignments and assumptions, 
third-party consents and approvals, 
participation consents, UCC 
assignment �lings and other loan 
transfer documents and agreements.

An early and critical issue is whether 
there will be adequate provision for 
due diligence before consummation 
of the transaction, and/or whether 
there will be a loan “put” provision 
based on a breach of representations 
and warranties, post-closing loan 
performance and/or post-closing 
buyer due diligence. �e timing for 
the “put” period as well as the terms 
of the “put” are important.  

Signi�cant customer confusion and 
frustration can result from a sale 
followed by exercise of a “put” where 
the loan is transferred back to the 
original seller/lender. It is typically 
best to conduct and conclude due 
diligence in advance of the closing 
if possible, so that sold loans can be 
appropriately identi�ed, documented 
and transferred subject to a “put” only 
in the limited instances of seller fraud 
or breach of a representation.

Other assets purchased may include 
owned real estate, furniture, �xtures 
and operating equipment, where 
typical purchase terms would 
generally apply, including addressing 
environmental and title issues for 
owned and leased real property. 

Buyers should take the same care in 
purchasing the branch with regard to 
environmental and other issues as they 

would with any real estate purchase, 
and make certain that equipment 
purchased is compatible with buyers’ 
systems and in good working order.

4. Employees

Employee issues may arise, 
depending on whether employees 
will be expected to remain with 
the branch. Certain non-solicit/
no-hire commitments may be 
sought by buyers, and buyers may 
want to sweeten the pot for desired 
employees with “stay” bonuses 
and other incentives. Issues arise 
with respect to bene�ts including 
credit for vesting in certain bene�t 
plans, and in certain instances (if 
employees are not to be retained) 
sellers may have obligations under 
the WARN Act and related laws. 
Buyers not retaining employees may 
desire that sellers take termination 
actions before consummation of the 
transaction, and as with other aspects 
of the P&A transaction, post-closing 
indemni�cation of the buyer for 
seller pre-closing actions is typical.

5. Transitional Matters

Post-signing/pre-closing  transitional 
matters can be complex and can 
involve unforeseeable events 
including interim damage to the 
branch, deposit run-o�, loan 
transfers, ATM and debit card 
issues and a number of other 
concerns impacting both sellers and 
buyers. Product-related “change in 
terms” notices can be confusing to 
customers. How these notices are 
handled can often make a signi�cant 
impact on customer retention and 
overall transaction success. Deposit 
run-o� can be a big issue following 
an announced branch sale especially 
with other seller branches in close 
proximity, and is an even bigger 
issue now with internet banking 
where physical location may not be 

as important to customers. 

Buyers may desire a termination right 
or price adjustment for certain levels 
of run-o� and may insist on pre- and 
post-transaction non-solicitation by 
sellers. Deposit rate restrictions may 
be desired by buyers with regard to 
both the deposits being assumed as 
well as other marketing initiatives 
by sellers intended to lure deposits 
away. Likewise, sellers may want to 
prohibit buyer solicitation of seller 
depositors prior to consummation 
depending on the structure and 
pricing of the transaction.

Buyers and sellers may wish to secure 
certain interim operating covenants 
relating to press releases, employees, 
o�ce contractual commitments, 
investments in �xed assets, creation 
of liens, deposit pricing and other 
aspects of operations including a 
pre-closing prohibition on transfers 
of deposits and loans to other seller 
branches and/or a�liates.

Both parties need to carefully consider 
potential termination issues and how 
to deal with expenses incurred prior to 
termination, as well as the “reputation 
risk” for both parties that is inherent 
in the termination of an announced 
transaction.

6. Regulatory Approvals

Buyers will need to secure appropriate 
regulatory approvals, which can 
be subject to public comment and 
potential CRA issues. Buyers and seller 
should informally review proposed 
transactions with regulators well in 
advance of proceeding in order to 
ascertain that regulatory problems 
are not likely, including an analysis of 
competitive issues in the event of any 
market overlap. Shareholder approval is 
typically not necessary, but both parties 
should check with their respective legal 
counsel to make certain.
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7. Closing and Post-Closing  Issues 

Closing issues and conditions involve 
execution of relevant transaction 
documents as well as “bring- down” 
certi�cates with respect to seller and 
buyer representations and warranties, 
sometimes a “no material adverse 
change” certi�cation, sometimes 
deposit run-o� limitations and a 
number of other matters which vary 
by transaction. 

Obviously one post-closing issue that 
is important is the handling of any 
post-closing due diligence and loan 
“put” transactions.  �ey are costly 
for the parties, confusing for the 
customers and market, and represent 
“reputation risk” and expense issues 
for both parties. Buyers should 
consider non-compete and non-
reentry commitments from sellers, 
as well as non- solicitation and 
no-hire commitments regarding 
employees who stay with the branch. 
Non-competition must be strong 
enough to restrict direct and indirect 
customer solicitation and address 
issues that arise out of internet and 
electronic banking. 

Agreement provisions should be 
binding on buyer and seller successors 
or acquirers. Buyer restrictions on 
seller rate advertisements in the 
market may be considered.

Pre-paid expenses (including 
sometimes FDIC premiums) will 
likely be pro-rated to closing along 
with other relevant pre- and post-
closing expenses.

An experienced  and “hands-on” 
integration team is critical, and 
can make the di�erence between 
a successful transaction and a 
failure for both parties. Customer 
confusion and operational “glitches” 
can be costly, and competitors 
will be waiting (and hoping) for 
transitional problems. Transitional 

problems also make regulators 
nervous, and they will be watching 
to see how integration issues are 
handled. Buyers and sellers with 
a history of problem transitions 
may �nd regulatory approvals slow 
or denied altogether depending 
on their respective records in that 
regard. Smooth and seamless systems 
conversions can make or break an 
otherwise successful transaction.

Buyer indemni�cation of sellers for 
post-closing issues and claims (unless 
arising from seller’s conduct), and 
seller indemni�cation of buyers for 
pre-closing issues and claims (unless 
arising from buyer conduct), is 
typical for these kinds of transactions.

8. Transaction Expenses

�e cost of preparing documentation  
relating to deposit assumption is 
typically not that great, and can often 
be handled on a “mass” assignment/
assumption basis. Customer “change 
in terms” noti�cations can be 
expensive from the perspective of 
printing and mailing costs.

�e cost of preparing documentation  
relating to assets purchased, 
particularly loans, can be expensive 
and time-consuming and is 
sometimes a late “surprise” to the 
participants. Loan assignments, 
consents and collateral assignments 
can entail extensive legal document 
preparation and �ling fees, and are 
generally done on an individual 
basis. �e same types of expenses 
apply again in the event of loan 
“puts” or transfers by buyers back 
to sellers. Allocation of expenses up 
front is important and can make a 
di�erence in transaction pricing.

Conclusions

Branch P&A transactions vary 
widely, and are unique in terms of 
structure and practical business and 

legal issues.  �ey require extensive 
coordination between the parties 
and they can be, and often are, more 
complex and document-intensive  
than full merger transactions.  As a 
result, branch P&A deals can be a 
challenge for those not experienced 
with such transactions. Both parties 
should have experienced  �nancial 
advisors to assist in making certain 
that pricing and other �nancial terms 
are appropriate, and experienced 
legal advisors to assist in negotiating, 
documenting and completing the 
transaction as well as with post-
closing transition issues. Mistakes 
made in the transition can be costly not 
only in real dollars, but as mentioned 
previously through adverse “reputation 
risk” issues that can quickly convert to 
real dollar issues. 

�e adverse consequences of a 
botched acquisition on the market 
for which the buyer is paying a 
premium can be severe, and the 
ability of a seller to reconstruct 
relations with customers in the event 
of a terminated deal, after it has 
been announced, can be challenging. 
“Troubled” branch transactions 
re�ect badly on both the buyer and 
the seller and can adversely impact 
the ability of both the parties to 
conduct future transactions.

__________________________

Jeffery E. Smith is a partner in the 
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP 
Columbus office.  He has more than 
30 years experience in a wide range 
of intricate financial, regulatory and 
general corporate matters. Mr. Smith 
specializes in board and governance 
matters, complex commercial financings, 
community banking policy, mergers 
and acquisitions and other financial 
institution legal and regulatory matters. 

Jeffery E. Smith 
Varies, Aster, Seymour and Pease LLP 
jesmith@vorys.com
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Call 952-820-0360 today for a FREE analysis and see if this tool is right for you!    
Ask for one of our Culture Transformation Specialists. 

Sure, there have been culture surveys in the past.  They’re all good.

But you probably need much more from your culture survey… 
information beyond the basics.

You need to know whether your people….

• Believe you deserve premium pricing

• Know how to ask for premium pricing

• Know the underlying reasons and  
  Unique Selling Propositions behind why  
  you deserve premium pricing

• Understand how their daily tasks, priorities,  
  and critical drivers make sure your organization’s  
  strategic plan goes from “book on shelf” to  
  “done and done”

And the list goes on...

But that’s not all the value we’ve packed into this survey program.

Along with your survey, you’ll get time with a Culture Transformation Specialist who 
will conduct an in-depth session with your executive team to show you how you can 
easily shift any areas that are “at risk.” 

Make the call now and start the process to achieve more than you ever thought possible.  
Call us today to find out how your bank’s internal culture is affecting your bottom line—
and get an action plan for improving your bank’s culture... and performance!

Can you really afford to go into 2013 not knowing what needs to happen next? 
Start out 2013 right by knowing exactly what needs to be fixed first and how…

Do You REALLY Know 
What They’re Not Telling 
You?—Or How Much 
That’s Costing You?

Finally, a culture survey for high-performing banks

It’s fast. It’s easy. And it o�ers 3 times the value of  
traditional cultural surveys at a third of the cost.



8050 Washington Ave. S., Suite 100  
Eden Prairie, MN 55344

Want your own copy of Extraordinary Banker?  Go to www.EmmerichFinancial.com

Distribute to other executives:

Finally…the proven, iron-
clad, step-by-step “secret 
handshake” about how to  
transform a bank’s culture.

“In less than two years using the Thank God It’s Monday!  
approach, we not only met EVERY goal in ALL our branches, 
but we exceeded many of our goals by 100 percent! I can’t 
imagine any CEO who wouldn’t want this for  their organization.”  
                          —Chad Hoffman,  
                   CEO and President,  
               Richwood Banking Company

Download a free chapter from Thank God It’s Monday! at  
www.EmmerichFinancial.com/freechapter 

A New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Amazon and International Best Seller…

Why is Every Banker in America Raving About This Book?


